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Redding Offers Precision Powder Measuring for
The Extreme Long Range MSR Shooter
Cortland , NY…….Redding originally designed the Competition Model BR-30 to meet
the demands of the Bench Rest shooting community. This measure was built with the
goal of producing incredibly precise charges of powder in a range from 10 and 50 grains
with an emphasis on the critical BR charges of around 30 grains. Today’s AR Platform
rifles (MSR’s) have been continually accessorized and upgraded to provide amazing
accuracy never previously considered possible from a ‘gas gun”. Their users have begun
to exploit this potential with long range varmint hunts as well as traditional steel and
paper accuracy competitions. The most popular cartridges for these rifles are loaded with
powder charges which are in the “sweet spot” of this measure, around the 30 grain mark,
making it an ideal enhancement to the serious MSR shooter’s loading bench.
Additionally, Redding now offers a 17 and 20 caliber drop tube adapter making direct
charging of cases like the 204 Ruger or 20 Vartarg simple, fast and very precise.
Now the AR shooter intent on challenging him or herself with the longest and most
precise shots, can do so more quickly and accurately, without the need for trickling every
load. Bench Rest quality meets the black gun with the Redding BR-30.
In retrospect maybe Redding should have named this measure the “MSR-30”.
The Redding Competition Model BR –30’s included features are:
•Micrometer adjusting metering chamber with hemispherical cup
•Cast iron and hard chrome construction
•Special backlash eliminating micrometer for repeatability
•Adjustable powder baffle
•Positive metering chamber lock
The 17 and 20 caliber drop tube adapter is available from most major resellers and carries
a part number of, 03817.
Redding Reloading Equipment has focused on building the finest quality, American
Made products for the precision handloading market since 1946. To find more
information and to request a copy of the new 2012 Redding catalog visit:
www.redding-reloading.com
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